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Paris Art Dealer Falls in Love With Dallas, Targets it as the Next Big 
Cultural Center 

 
By Christina Geyer 

 

 
 

He liked it so much he stayed. After a series of successful years as a dealer at the 
Dallas Art Fair, Frank Elbaz — owner of Galerie Frank Elbaz in Paris, which is also a 
regular exhibitor at Art Basel, The Armory Show, Frieze New York, and Art Basel Miami 
Beach — unveiled a second location in Dallas. 
 
Since its debut last September, the Glass Street transatlantic transplant has presented 
three exhibitions in a power spot neighboring Photographs Do Not Bend and across from 
Dallas Contemporary. 
 
The lineup included a group show introducing French and American talents in the stable, 
followed by solos for mid-career American Blair Thurman (geometric sculpture 
influenced by car culture) and Houston’s enfant terrible painter Mark Flood (fresh from 
his Contemporary Arts Museum Houston retrospective). All opened to critical acclaim. 
His current show, “Meandering, Abstractly” (through March 25), makes one thing clear: 
Galerie Frank Elbaz isn’t going anywhere. 



“To establish a gallery with a stable of important post-war French and American 
conceptual artists in a cultural center like Dallas that continues to grow is far more 
exciting than the established centers of New York or Los Angeles,” Elbaz says. 
Dallas gallery director Elizabeth James circuitously ended up back in Dallas after 
graduating from TCU, then decamping to Los Angeles for plum posts at Margo Leavin 
Gallery and Cherry and Martin. She was lured back to Texas to oversee the gallery’s 
Dallas programming, which we hope will include showcasing works by seminal California 
artists Jay DeFeo and Wallace Berman (both featured in a Beat generation show at The 
Menil Collection in Houston, through March 12, and among the estates Elbaz 
represents). 
 
The scene during the VIP opening for “Meandering, Abstractly” was a Who’s Who of the 
art contingent. Curated by Paul Galvez, a research fellow at the Edith O’Donnell Institute 
of Art History at UT Dallas, the exhibition thoughtfully explores post-war European 
abstraction by way of politically charged works. 
 
The roster includes works from the estate of Zagreb-based Mangelos; a historic piece by 
Martin Barré that, until this show, had been out of public view in a private Paris 
collection; geometric paintings and graphite works by Julije Knifer; vibrant symmetrical 
canvases by Bernard Piffaretti; and ethereal works in linen, cotton, and wool by 
American expat Sheila Hicks. 
 
The gallery’s status change from temporary to permanent is a testament to the 
remarkable, heightened quality of the art scene here, fueled by high-profile collectors, 
increasingly compelling programming at influential art institutions, and the internationally 
recognized Dallas Art Fair, entering its ninth year next month. 
 
On that note: Galerie Frank Elbaz prepares a doubleheader timed to the flurry of 
openings, exhibitions, and galas that take April by storm. Curated again by Galvez, 
“Paris, Texas” debuts Saturday, April 1, with works by Davide Balula and Blair Thurman 
— both represented by the gallery — and the megawatt Robert Rauschenberg. 
 
Concurrently, via its booth at the Dallas Art Fair Thursday through Sunday, April 6 
through 9, Elbaz organizes a solo for the aforementioned French artist Bernard Piffaretti, 
based on his painting system that produced mirror-image canvases within each artwork. 
An avant-garde month, to be sure. 

 
 

http://www.papercitymag.com/arts/galerie-frank-elbaz-dallas-dealer-paris-next-big-
cultural-center/ 

 


